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Abstract

In visual recognition tasks, the design of low level im-

age feature representation is fundamental. The advent of

local patch features from pixel attributes such as SIFT

and LBP, has precipitated dramatic progresses. Recently,

a kernel view of these features, called kernel descriptors

(KDES) [1], generalizes the feature design in an unsuper-

vised fashion and yields impressive results.

In this paper, we present a supervised framework to

embed the image level label information into the design

of patch level kernel descriptors, which we call super-

vised kernel descriptors (SKDES). Specifically, we adopt

the broadly applied bag-of-words (BOW) image classifica-

tion pipeline and a large margin criterion to learn the low-

level patch representation, which makes the patch features

much more compact and achieve better discriminative abil-

ity than KDES. With this method, we achieve competitive

results over several public datasets comparing with state-

of-the-art methods.

1. Introduction

For many visual recognition tasks, one of the critical

problems is to discover robust image representations (fea-

tures). The feature design is very challenging because on

one hand, image features should be invariant to the inner-

class variation, such as object translation, lighting changes,

shape changes of non-rigid objects; on the other hand, im-

age features also need to be discriminative regarding the

inter-class differences for separating confusing classes.

To handle these challenges, current state-of-the-art

image classification algorithms adopt the bag-of-words

pipeline that firstly extracts low-level patch based descrip-

tors, then encodes them into a middle level representation

through an over-complete dictionary, and finally obtains im-

age features by a spatial pooling strategy [2, 8, 10, 18, 42].

Within such a pipeline (showed in Fig. 1), much empha-

sis has been directed at coding the patch descriptors such

as soft coding [24], sparse coding [5, 10, 37], building a

discriminative dictionary [13, 26, 43] and discovering good

pooling strategies [8] and receptive fields [3, 12].

Nevertheless, most work keeps the low level descriptors
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Figure 1. Left: The flowchart of the image classification pipeline

with our supervised kernel descriptors (SKDES). Right: The learn-

ing process of SKDES, detailed in Sec. 3.

as hand-crafted features, such as HOG [6] or SIFT [25]. As

elaborated by [27, 36], the selection of raw descriptors is

also an essential factor for achieving good performance in

recognition tasks as the error at the beginning may prop-

agate to latter stages. In this work, we focus on learning

discriminative patch descriptors by exploiting image label

information for improving racognition accuracy.

1.1. Related work

In recent years, the research over designing local de-

scriptors has attracted much attention since the success of

SIFT and HOG in retrieval, detection and recognition. In

terms of the orientation histogram, a bunch of data-driven

descriptors are proposed. PCA-SIFT [15] performed prin-

cipal component analysis (PCA) on the gradient patches,

which helps to reduce the noise in the descriptors. Dikmen

et al. [7] used spherical k-means to get dense data-driven

filters for local descriptors and showed better recognition

accuracy than HOG on the PASCAL challenge. Neverthe-

less, these works did not obtain a discriminative subspace

which might potentially improve the results.

Additionally, some works tried to adopt supervised tech-

niques such as the linear discriminant analysis (LDA), the

local discriminant embedding (LDE) to pursue a set of pro-

jections that best separate descriptors of different classes.

Hua et al. [4] proposed to learn a linear transformation for

SIFT using LDA and showed better results than SIFT on
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local feature matching problems. Winder [39] broke the

design of local patch descriptors into filtering, pooling and

normalizing to produce multiple settings of the descriptors

and used Powell’s multidimensional direction set method to

learn the adjustable parameters in the descriptors by max-

imizing the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) area.

Philbin et al. [31] tried to learn a non-linear transforma-

tion with deep networks by minimizing a margin-based cost

function and presented impressive results on object retrieval

tasks. Simonyan et al. [35] provided a supervised compact

patch descriptor by solving convex max-margin problems

and utilized a sparse and low-rank regularization to conduct

pooling region selection and supervised dimension reduc-

tion.

However, these supervised approaches must have the la-

bel information associated with each pair of image patches,

i.e., a matched pair or a mismatched pair. While in image

recognition tasks, the label is connected with images, not

patches. How to learn discriminative low level descriptors

for image recognition is rarely addressed.

Another way to learn an image representation from low-

level to image-level is through deep learning, which cur-

rently needs to build a unified hierarchical model for train-

ing. Convolutional neural networks [19] constructed a feed-

forward network to learn multiple layers of nonlinear fea-

tures. The parameters of the entire network, including a

final layer for recognition, are jointly optimized using the

back-propagation algorithm. Most recently, Krizhevsky et

al. [16] applied a large, deep convolutional neural network

with the hidden unit dropout regularization over the Ima-

geNet recognition challenges1 and obtained the best perfor-

mance. This work induced a large amount of hidden unit-

s, thus is time consuming and requires huge computational

power currently. Recently, to avoid labeling training data,

deep learning methods utilized unsupervised fashion such

as convolutional deep belief networks [20], convolution-

al sparse coding [14] and deconvolutional networks [44].

While in most cases like deep belief networks, the results

can be further improved by exploiting supervised label in-

formation.

In this work, we focus on using image level label in-

formation to guide the design of low level features by tak-

ing advantage of kernel descriptors (KDES) [1]. In KDES,

Bo et al. showed the matching of orientation histogram-

s, such as SIFT, is equivalent to a linear kernel. Based on

such a view, it provides a unified way to generate low-level

patch features from multiple pixel attributes (gradient, color

etc.). This descriptor achieves state-of-the-art results over

many tasks such as scene labeling [32] and video classifica-

tion [28].

While kernel descriptors are good at representing raw

pixel features for recognition, it generates very high dimen-

1http://www.image-net.org/challenges/LSVRC/2012

sional features because of the kernel trick for explicit repre-

sentation and Kronecker production for combining multiple

features. Though the original work applied the kernel prin-

cipal component analysis (KPCA) to learn a compact repre-

sentation, it loses the discriminative ability when dropping

to a relatively low dimensional space. In our work, a su-

pervised model, the large margin nearest neighbor (LMN-

N) criterion [38], is investigated to learn low dimensional

patch-level kernel descriptors which we call supervised k-

ernel descriptors (SKDES). Based on SKDES, we show the

performance in many recognition tasks is boosted, especial-

ly at low dimensional cases.

2. Preliminaries

Kernel descriptors [1] highlight the kernel view of orien-

tation histograms and show that descriptors like SIFT and

HOG are a particular type of match kernels over patches.

Specifically, let θ(z) and m(z) be the orientation and mag-

nitude of the image gradient at a pixel z. The gradient ori-

entation of each pixel is discretized into a d-dimensional

vector h(z) = [h1(z) h2(z) · · ·hd(z)]
T . A patch is then

represented by a histogram of oriented gradients, aggregat-

ed over the pixels,

Fh(P ) =
∑

z∈P
m̃(z)h(z), (1)

where m̃(z) = m(z)√∑
z∈P

(m(z))2+εg
is the normalized gradi-

ent magnitude, with εg a small constant to avoid zero value

of the denominator.

In image recognition, the similarity of image patches

P,Q in object recognition can be computed using an inner

product in the feature map Fh(P ),

Kh(P,Q) = FT
h (P )Fh(Q)

=
∑
z∈P

∑
z′∈Q

m̃(z)m̃(z′)h(z)Th(z′). (2)

2.1. Kernel descriptors

In KDES, the linear kernel of orientation histogram in

Eqn. (2) is generalized. Let m̃(z)m̃(z′) = km̃(z, z′) and

h(z)Th(z′) = kh(z, z
′), then the similarity between ori-

ented gradients can be viewed in a kernel form,

Kh(P,Q) =
∑
z∈P

∑
z′∈Q

km̃(z, z′)kh(z, z
′). (3)

Furthermore, the kernel can be generalized to capture the

positions of pixels,

Kgrad(P,Q) =
∑
z∈P

∑
z′∈Q

km̃(z, z′)kh(z, z
′)kp(z, z

′).

Rewriting the kernels as inner products, kh(z, z
′) =

φo(θ(z))
Tφo(θ(z

′)) and kp(z, z
′) = φp(z)

Tφp(z
′). Then,
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the patch feature can be viewed as a kernel descriptor,

Fgrad(P ) =
∑

z∈P m̃(z)φo(θ(z))⊗ φp(z), where ⊗ is the

Kronecker product.

2.2. Compact kernel descriptors

To make the computation efficient and the representation

compact, a kernel dimension reduction approach is present-

ed in [1]. A straightforward way is to sample sufficient im-

age patches from the training images and perform KPCA,

which is however quite time-consuming and becomes com-

putationally infeasible when the number of patches is very

large. Instead, the dimension reduction is performed on the

combinations of a set of uniformly and densely sampled suf-

ficient basis vectors.

Given a set of densely sampled basis vectors, such as the

sampled orientations {φo(xi)}do

i=1 and the sampled position

vectors {φp(yj)}dp

j=1, the gradient kernel descriptors are ap-

proximated in the form where the t-th component is written

as follows,

F̄ t
grad(P ) =

do∑
i=1

dp∑
j=1

αt
ij{

∑
z∈P

m̃(z)ko(θ(z), xi)kp(z, yj)}.

Here {αt
ij} forms the tth kernel principal componen-

t that is learned over the joint basis vectors, {φo(x1) ⊗
φp(y1), · · · , φo(xdo

)⊗φp(ydp
)}. Precisely, in KDES {αt

ij}
are learnt through KPCA: Kcα

t = λt
α

t, where Kc is a

centralized kernel matrix which is computed from the joint

basis vectors.

In this process, the kernel descriptors are explicitly rep-

resented through the kernel trick and Kronecker product,

and finally compressed by using KPCA. This largely re-

duces the quantization error brought by some hand-crafted

descriptors, such as SIFT with 8 orientation bins.

3. Supervised kernel descriptors
Learning strategy. We aim to learn compact kernel

descriptors by exploiting the image labels, i.e., learning

{αt
ij} from the training images. Let us rewrite F̄ t

grad(P )

in a vector form, F̄ t
grad(P ) = (αt)Tk, where k =∑

z m̃(z)[ko(θ(z), x1)kp(z, y1), .., ko(θ(z), xdo
)kp(z, ydp

)].
Denote A = [α1, · · · ,αD]. Then generally, the patch

feature can be written as F (P ) = ATk, where A is called

a kernel transform which is a D × D matrix and D is the

dimensionality of a kernel descriptor k.

Pooling the patch features in region Rs together yields

the feature over a region,

fRs
= op

|Rs|
h=1 g(H,ATkh), (4)

where |Rs| is the patch feature number inside the region

Rs, op is a pooling operator, e.g., max or average, g(·) is

an encoding vector-valued operator, and H = [h1, · · · ,hn]
is a dictionary. Concatenating the region features togeth-

er forms the feature at image level, fI =
⋃RN

s=1 [fRs
] �

ϕ(H,A; I ), where RN is the region number and I is an

image that can be represented from the kernel features k.

The goal we are interested in is to find the compact ker-

nel transform A through a supervised technique, the large

margin nearest neighbor criterion [38] specifically. A sam-

ple and its target neighbors (one of its k-nearest neighbors

that share the same label) are set to be close while other

samples with different labels are pushed farther than the kth
target neighbor by a large margin. Two constraints are intro-

duced, the first term is a large margin penalty that penalizes

small distances between each input and all other inputs that

do not share the same label, while the second term penalizes

large distances between each input and its target neighbors.

In addition, to avoid over-fitting issues and make the de-

scriptor compact, we induce a rank regularization term to

control the complexity of the model. In sum, the objective

is formulated as,

min
A

E(A) =
∑

i

∑
jl
ηij(1− δil)[1 + dij − dil]+

+ λ
∑

ij
ηijdij + λ∗‖A‖∗. (5)

Here the [x]+ = max{x, 0} indicates the hinge loss. ηij ∈
{0, 1} and ηij = 1 indicates that fj is the target neighbor of

fi. δil ∈ {0, 1} and δil = 0 means fl has a different label

from fi. dij = ‖fi− fj‖22 = ‖ϕ(H,A; Ii)−ϕ(H,A; Ij)‖22.

The nuclear norm, ‖A‖∗ = Tr(
√
ATA) =

∑D

i=1 σi, where

σi is the i-th singular value of the matrix, performs a convex

surrogate of rank(A) which encourages low rank of the

transformation. λ∗ controls the trade-off between the model

complexity and empirical training loss, the larger λ∗ is, the

smaller the intrinsic dimensionality of feature vectors will

be.

Image features by reconstruction. We assume the en-

coding function g in Eqn. (4) encodes a patch feature ATkh

with a pre-computed dictionary through ridge regression

which is defined as follows,

c∗h = argminch
‖ATkh −Hch‖22 + μ‖ch‖22. (6)

Then the code ch has a closed-form solution respecting the

patch feature and the dictionary as follows,

c∗h = (HTH+ μI)−1HT (ATkh), (7)

where I is the identity matrix. We let μ > 0, which makes

the matrix HTH + μI positive definite. The dictionary H

is defined in the kernel space, i.e., formed after the kernel

transform. Generally, it is formed by linear clustering the

features. Specifically, given the set of p̃ patch level kernel

features F (one column is a kernel descriptor k), the dic-

tionary of size n can be represented as H = (ATF)ZT ,

where Z is a combination matrix of size n × p̃ which clus-

ters n words out of p̃ patches.
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With the encoded patch features, supposing the spatial

pooling operation op in Eqn. (4) is an average pooling

operation, and the image feature is concatenated from d-

ifferent regions, an image feature can be represented as:

fI =
⋃RN

s=1

[
1
|Rs|

∑|Rs|
h=1 ch

]
. Plugging the image feature

fI into the objective (Eqn. (5)), we get a formula for the

distance between two images i and j,

dij =
∑RN

s=1
(ksi − ksj)

TLLT (ksi − ksj),

where L = AATFZT (ZFTAATFZT + μI)−1,

ksi =
1

|Rs|
∑|Rs|

h=1
khi, (8)

where khi is the h-th patch inside region Rs of the i-th im-

age. Therefore, the optimization problem is turned to com-

puting the gradient of Eqn. (5) regarding A and Z, which

can be reduced to computing the gradient of dij w.r.t. A

and Z.

4. Optimization

Directly applying the gradient decent algorithm regard-

ing the optimizing parameters is difficult, because of the

complexity from computing the gradient of high order ma-

trix and the inverse in Eqn. (8). Additionally, the objective

is highly non-convex which leads to local optimal solution-

s. Later, we overcome the difficulties by simplifying the

problem into a convex one.

4.1. Convex reformulation

From Eqn. (8), the image features are computed through

a linear mapping L from the pooled kernel descriptors, and

the distance can be written in the following form, dij =∑RN

s=1 (ksi − ksj)
TM(ksi − ksj) by setting M = LLT

which is known as the Mahalanobis matrix.

It can be easily prove that the first two penalizations in

the objective (Eqn. (5)) is convex regarding M, which is

irrelevant to the selection of F, and we will later show in

Sec. 4.3 that our descriptors can be represented using the

learned matrix M.

Moreover, the low-rank regularization on A can be per-

formed on M through the following demonstration. It is

known that rank(M) = rank(LLT ) = rank(L). Let

L = AATB (from Eqn. (8)). As B is a D × n ma-

trix, we further know rank(B) = D by assuming that

the dictionary H for coding is over-complete, which is al-

ways the case for the BOW pipeline. Hence rank(L) =
rank(AATB) = rank(AAT) = rank(A), which leads

to rank(M) = rank(A). Thus the rank constraint on A

can be equivalently transformed into a rank constraint on

M. While for a semi-definite matrix, ‖M‖∗ = Tr(M), thus

the trace of M can be used for the rank constraint of M.

Therefore, our optimization can be performed over the con-

vex cone of positive semi-definite matrices M. Thus, the

convex version of our objective is formulated as follows,

min
M

E(M) =
∑

i

∑
jl
ηij(1− δil)[1 + dij − dil]+

+ λ
∑

ij
ηijdij + λ∗Tr(M),

s.t. M � 0. (9)

where dij =
∑RN

s=1(ksi−ksj)
TM(ksi−ksj) and M � 0

indicates that M is a semi-definite matrix.

4.2. Regularized stochastic learning

The corresponding objective yields a large problem as

the complexity of each iteration increases in an order of

O(NDI kpkn), where N is the training samples, DI is the

dimensionality of image features, kp is the defined target

neighbor number and kn is the average number of activated

negative examples (examples having different labels but s-

maller distances than the target neighbors) which is normal-

ly equal to kp. Typically, this is in an order of 108 ∼ 109 in

a dataset with thousands of images (Sec. 5), which makes

general batch optimization strategies failed for a common

PC. As indicated by [35], this problem can be handled by

using online optimization methods. We adopt the recent de-

veloped regularized dual averaging (RDA) from Xiao [41],

which is generic and applicable to non-smooth losses like

the hinge loss in our case.

RDA is a stochastic proximal gradient method effective

for problems of the form,

min
w

1

T

∑T

t=1
f(w, zt) +R(w), (10)

where w is the weight vector to be learned, zt is the tth
available training sample (pair), and f(w, zt) is a convex

loss, and R(w) is a convex regularization term. Compared

to the statistical gradient decent (SGD), it uses aggressive

thresholding, thus produces solutions that are stronger reg-

ularized (in the L1 case, with higher sparsity). A detailed

description of RDA can be found in [41], and here we pro-

vide a brief overview.

At iteration t, RDA uses the loss subgradient gt ∈
∂f(wt, zt) to perform the update,

wt+1 = argmin
w

{
〈gt,w〉+R(w) +

βt

t
h(w)

}
, (11)

where gt = 1
t

∑t

i gi is the average subgradient. h(w)
is a strongly convex function (like L2 norm) such that

argminw h(w) also minimizes R(w), and βt is t-th num-

ber in a specially chosen non-negative non-decreasing se-

quence. If the regularization R(w) is not strongly convex

(as the trace in our case), one can set h(w) = 1
2‖w‖2, βt =

γ
√
t, γ > 0 to obtain a solution. In our case specifically,

we define the f(wt, zt) at iteration t as the loss (Eqn. (9))

brought by the added t-th example using Mt, and the de-

rived specific form of the RDA update step for M is,
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Mt+1 =
∏(

−
√
t

γ
(Gt + λ∗I)

)
, (12)

where
∏

is the projection onto the cone of positive semi-

definite matrix computed by cropping negative eigenvalues

in the eigen-decomposition. Gt = 1
t

∑t

i=1 Gi is the av-

erage subgradient of the corresponding loss for inner-class

distances and inter-class distances, which can be inferenced

as follows,

Gi =
∑

ij
ηij

∑RN

s=1
(ksi − ksj)(ksi − ksj)

T (13)

+
∑

ijl
ηij(1− δil)[

∑RN

s=1
((ksi − ksj)(ksi − ksj)

T

− (ksi − ksl)(ksi − ksl)
T )]h′(1 + dij − dil)),

where we use the smooth hinge loss, h(x) = 1
b
log(1+ebx),

for computing the subgradient of hinge loss at 0, and we set

b = 10. In our experiments, the online optimization method

is sufficient for a large dataset, while for a smaller dataset

that contains hundreds of training images, we simply run

RDA for several rounds to get a converged solution.

4.3. Kernel of kernel

Having M at hand, we avoid the difficulty to recover

A and Z in Eqn. (8) by utilizing the learned distances to

represent kernel similarity of encoded patches descriptors

through the efficient match kernel method (EMK) [2]. In

practice, we construct the RBF kernel between a pair of en-

coded patch features in Eqn. (7) with the learned linear map-

ping as: kM(cx, cy) = exp(−γm(cx − cy)
T (cx − cy)) =

exp(−γm(kx−ky)
TM(kx−ky)). With the kernel between

patches features, an image feature can be later represented

by the EMK as: fI =
⋃RN

s=1

[
1
|Rs|

G
∑

m∈Rs
kM(cm,C)

]
where C is a set of patch level basis vectors (a.k.a. dic-

tionary) generated through singular value decomposition

(CKSVD). G is defined as, GTG = (kM(C,C))−1. We

refer readers to [2] for more details due to the limitated s-

pace.

Through this kernel view, the final supervised kernel de-

scriptors (SKDES) f can be represented efficiently by de-

composing the M into L̂L̂T , i.e., f = L̂Tk, where L̂ is in-

jective (a column full rank matrix) with rank of d, d � D,

which largely reduces the dimensionality of the kernel de-

scriptors.

5. Experiments
In this section, we evaluate the SKDES in terms of d-

ifferent experimental settings. To demonstrate the gener-

alization of our approach, we evaluate our approach over

datasets from different recognition tasks such as scene and

object recognition. Specifically, we conduct experiments on

UIUC sport, Scene 15, Caltech 101 and provide extensive

comparisons in terms of accuracy reported by state-of-the-

art methods.
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Figure 2. Parameters investigation for different kinds of descrip-

tors. (a) Accuracy w.r.t. the regularization trade-off λ∗. (b) Accu-

racy w.r.t. the γm of the efficient match kernel (EMK).

5.1. Parameter setting

In our experiments, for constructing raw kernel descrip-

tors, we adopt the code provided by Bo et al.2 We use the

RBF Kernel and the same parameters as the KDES [1] re-

garding γp and γh in Sec. 2.1. We set the patch size to

16×16, the sampling step length to 8 pixels and rescale the

maximum length of images to 300 pixels. We first use KP-

CA to drop the raw KDES into 1000 dimensions. We set the

default codebook size (number of words in the dictionary C

of Sec. 4.3) to 2000. We use the spatial pyramid [18] for

pooling, set the pyramid level to 1 × 1, 2 × 2, 3 × 3 and

4 × 4 and weight the cell s at layer l to 1
l

for measuring

the importance of the features in cell s. We use LIBlin-

ear3 for classification and adopt the proposed three kinds

of KDES from [1], i.e., gradient, color and shape descrip-

tors. We evaluate the performances of each descriptor and

the combination of the three kernel descriptors by simply

concatenating the image-level feature vectors.

For SKDES, we set the number of target neighbors in E-

qn. (9) to 4, λ in Eqn. (9) to 0.5 and we investigate two

influential parameters which are λ∗ for the rank regulariza-

tion and γm for efficient match kernel over a validation im-

age set. We enumerate the parameters over the range from

10−3 to 102, and the results from the UIUC sport dataset are

showed in Fig. 2 for different descriptors. We choose opti-

mal λ∗ and γm for each dataset. For getting the feature with

a desired dimensionality, we propose different parameters

and select the model with the best accuracy over a valida-

tion set among the ones whose dimensionality are no higher

than the request dimensionality.

5.2. Performance w.r.t. dimensionality

To demonstrate that our supervised method can learn

more compact low level descriptors, we tested the perfor-

mance of our supervised descriptor under different dimen-

sionality over UIUC sport. Fig. 3 shows the evaluation re-

sults of our supervised dimensionality reduction using the

compact mapping L̂ from Sec. 4.3, on the shape descriptors.

We trained a dictionary of size 800 and used a single grid

for learning. This is for speed consideration and our experi-

2http://www.cs.washington.edu/robotics/projects/kdes/
3http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/ cjlin/liblinear/
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Figure 3. Classification accuracy comparison between the baseline

KDES [1] and our approach in dimension reduction of patch de-

scriptors.
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Figure 4. (a) Testing accuracy w.r.t. codebook size. (b) Testing

accuracy w.r.t. pooling spatial pyramid size.

ments show the gain from supervised information is consis-

tent between different codebooks and grid sizes in Sec. 5.3.

The supervised scheme performs very well, as there is less

drop in accuracy going from 300 dimensions to 10. With

regularization, the optimal transform performs even better

at a low dimensional space. In comparison, KDES [1] loses

much accuracy (over 10%) when reducing to 10 dimension-

s. This shows the supervised strategy greatly improves stor-

age and computational efficiency of the kernel descriptors.

5.3. Performance w.r.t. codebook and pyramid size

To empirically justify the performance gain from the su-

pervised information, we trained dictionaries of multiple

codebook sizes, constructed spatial pooling pyramids of d-

ifferent levels and compared the accuracy produced from

KDES and SKDES in Fig. 4 with shape descriptors. As can

be observed, the gain from SKDES is consistently obtained

over different codebook sizes and different spatial pyramid

sizes, which means that the supervised information is com-

plementary to other stages of the classification pipeline.

Another observation is that the performance is not satu-

rated at the largest dictionary we had tested, and by combin-

ing with word selection strategies, such as the one in [12], a

compact dictionary can be selected from orginal large one,

which yields further improvements with fewer words.

5.4. Performance over diverse benchmarks

UIUC sport. UIUC sport [22] contains 1579 images with

8 sport event categories. Images are divided into easy and

medium according to the human subject judgment. Using

the standard setting, for each category, we randomly select-
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Figure 5. Up: The confusion matrix over UIUC sport dataset (%).

Down: Some misclassified instances between two confusing class-

es.

ed 70 images for training, sampled 60 images for testing

and ran 5 rounds for a confident accuracy. To obtain opti-

mal results, we improved the codebook size to 3000. Ta-

ble 1 shows the comparison results between SKDES with

KDES and provides the results of other current works from

their papers. We obtained the best results over this dataset.

Additionally, we also visualized the confusion matrix and

wrongly classified examples in Fig. 5. We found the con-

fusion images in the two classes have similar backgrounds

and human postures. The only difference is whether a hu-

man is holding a stick or not. For a more robust representa-

tion, a semantic object region selection like [33] provided a

reasonable extension.

Scene 15. Scene 15 [18] contains 15 categories and 4485

gray images in all, 200 to 400 images per category. The

images contain not only indoor scenes, such as bedroom, k-

itchen, but also outdoor scenes, such as building and coun-

Method Grad. Color Shape Comb.

KDES [1] 85.7±0.7 72.9±1.4 83.5±1.2 89±0.4

SKDES 88.6±1.2 78.3±1.3 85.5±1.1 91.0±0.8

Method Average Classification Rate (%)

Semantic Manifold [17] 83

CA-TM [29] 78

Local Soft Assign. [24] 84.56±1.5

LLC [37] 82.73±1.3

KSRSPM [9] 84.92±0.78

LScSPM [10] 85.31±0.51

OB [23] 76.4

HIK+OCSVM [40] 83.54±1.13

ScSPM [42] 82.74±1.46

SIFT+GGM [22] 73.4

Table 1. Performance comparison on UIUC sport dataset.
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Figure 6. Up: The confusion matrix on Scene 15 dataset (%).

Down: Some misclassified instances between two confusing class-

es.

try. Following the standard setting, we randomly selected

100 images per class as training data, used the rest as test

data and ran 5 rounds. We replicated the gray image into rg-

b channels to obtain the color descriptors. Table 2 lists our

results and the performances published by other strategies.

Moreover, the confusion matrix and misclassified images

are showed in Fig. 6. As can be seen, the confusing images

have a close spatial layout and similar texture information

which makes them difficult to be classified. To our best

knowledge, we achieved the 2nd best results to date over

this dataset. The winner LScSPM [10] uses sparse coding

with a Laplacian similarity constraint between sparse codes.

In the future, we will try to combine the SKDES with the s-

parsity and Laplacian constraint for feature encoding, which

may possibly further improve the accuracy.

Method Grad. Color Shape Comb.

KDES [1] 83.5±1.4 76.2±0.8 80.9±0.4 87.7±0.3

SKDES 84.9±0.5 78.2±1.4 83.6±0.9 88.7±0.7

Method Average Classification Rate (%)

DSS [34] 85.5±0.6

Semantic Manifold [17] 82.3

RBoW [30] 78.6±0.7

CA-TM [29] 82.5

Local Soft Assign. [24] 83.76±0.59

Feng et al. [8] 84.60

LLC [37] 81.53±0.65

KSRSPM [9] 83.68±0.61

LScSPM [10] 89.75±0.50

HIK+OCSVM [40] 84.00±0.46

ScSPM [42] 80.28±0.93

SIFT+GGM [22] 73.4

KSPM [18] 81.4±0.50

Table 2. Performance comparison on Scene 15 dataset.

Caltech 101. Caltech 101 [21] consists of 9,144 images

in 101 object categories and one background category. The

number of images per category varies from 31 to 800. Fol-

lowing the standard experimental setting, we trained clas-

sifiers on randomly selected 3060 images (30 images per

class), tested on no more than 50 images per category and

also conducted the experiment 5 times. Table 3 lists the av-

erage accuracy from KDES, SKDES and recently published

results obtained from the original papers. Our result also

ranks the 2nd best results to date within the listed method-

s. The winner [8] proposed a geometrically discriminative

pooling strategy that can also be regarded as a complemen-

tary strategy for our work.

5.5. Effectiveness of learned feature distances

We finally empirically show that our learned distances

generate more discriminative features. In Fig. 7, we com-

pared the RBF kernel matrix, between testing and training

data of UIUC sport, generated from the image features in

Sec. 3 with KDES (Fig. 7(a)) and SKDES (Fig. 7(b)) in a

low dimensional space (50 dim) based on three kinds of de-

scriptors. As can be seen, SKDES provides much more dis-

tinctive kernel similarity (much clearer diagonal structure of

the matrix), which effectively pushes the images with differ-

ent labels farther and pulls the images with the same label

closer. In Fig. 7(c), we retrieve different numbers of nearest

neighbors based on the two types of distances and show that

our learned image distance yields more true neighborhoods,

which benefits the classification.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed supervised kernel descrip-

tors (SKDES) for local image patches, which is learned

from image labels based on the large margin criterion with

low-rank regularization and the widely-applied BOW im-

age classification pipeline. Experiments over several pub-

lic benchmarks show our SKDES outperforms the original

KDES especially in low dimensional spaces, and it achieves

competitive results compared to other state-of-the-art meth-

ods.

Method Grad. Color Shape Comb.

KDES [1] 75.2±0.4 66.2±0.8 70.3±1.4 77.4±0.6

SKDES 77.3±0.7 68.4±1.4 71.6±1.3 79.2±0.6

Method Average Classification Rate (%)

Jia et al. [12] 75.3±0.70

SDL [13] 75.3±0.40

Adaptive Deconv. Net [44] 71.0±1

Boureau et al. [3] 77.3±0.6

LSAQ [24] 74.21±0.81

Feng et al. [8] 82.60

Local Soft Assign. [24] 74.21±0.81

LLC [37] 73.44

Lp-β (Multiple Kernel) [11] 77.7±0.3

ScSPM [42] 73.2±0.54

KSPM [18] 64.6±0.8

Table 3. Performance comparison on Caltech 101 dataset.
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Figure 7. (a) The kernel matrix between training and testing im-

age features from KDES. (The redder, the higher the kernel val-

ue is). (b) The kernel matrix from our SKDES, which yields a

much clearer diagonal structure indicating the kernel similarity

from SKDES is more discriminative. (c) The number of retrieved

ground truth neighbors w.r.t. number of retrieved neighbors.
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